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David Roberts (RA), a Scotsman and son of a shoe maker, displayed a distinct artistic talent from an 
early age. Apprenticed to a housepainter, he worked on projects which involved decorative and mural 
painting, thus gaining practical knowledge of how to paint various forms. After the apprenticeship, he 
joined a group of travelling pantomimists as a theatrical backdrop painted. From 1816 he was employed 
in the theatre to design and paint stage scenery, first in Edinburgh and Glasgow and after in London. 
There, Roberts gained the skill of what he termed ‘aerial perspective’, blending objects together without 
a hard-definite line. In addition, he also learned to paint quickly, yet accurately, a useful skill for his later 
international trips.  

In 1823, a move to London brought Roberts to work for the Dury Lane Theatre. A year later, he exhibited 
his first easel painting for the British Institution, a highly regarded gallery displaying only the finest 
works. In 1926 Roberts exhibited his first painting at the Royal Academy, a view of Rouen Cathedral. 
Roberts was establishing a reputation as an important architectural artist. In fact, it was J.M.W. Turner 
who managed to persuade Roberts to abandon scene painting and devote himself to becoming a true 
artist. 

Similarly to other contemporary painters of picturesque topography and architecture, Roberts 
undertook journeys abroad in search of exotic subjects. He first toured Europe sketching many of the 
monuments and cathedrals with almost photographic precision, being one of the first British artist to 
travel to Spain in 1832-3. From Spain Roberts briefly visited Morocco. These encounters with the 
oriental world, in the context of contemporary interest in exotic places, especially the lands of the Bible, 
encouraged him to undertake a tour of the Near East in 1938. Roberts made a long tour in Egypt, Nubia, 
the Sinai, the Holy Land, Jordan and Lebanon. Throughout, he produced a vast collection of drawings 
and watercolour sketches. He was one of the first independent and professional British artists to 
experience the Orient first hand. Roberts carried back to England the record of his careful observations 
– 272 drawings, three bulging sketch books, and a panorama of Cairo – an unparalled testament to travel 
that would shape the British vision of the Middle East for generations to come. 

Roberts was increasingly honored internationally, becoming a member of at least nine societies and 
academies. Roberts suddenly died of apoplexy at the age of sixty-eight, on 25th November, 1864.  

 
 



 

 

ROBERTS’ LITHOGRAPHS  

On his return to Britain from his travels in Egypt and The Holy Land, Roberts worked with the top 
lithographer of the day Louis Haghe, from 1842 to 1849, to produce the lavishly illustrated plates of his 
sketches. These were printed by the published F.G. Moon, of Thread needle Street in London. The scenery 
and monuments of Egypt and the Holy Land were fashionable but had hitherto been hardly touched by 
British artists, and so Roberts quickly accumulated 400 subscription commitments, with Queen Victoria 
being subscriber number one. Her complete set is still in the Royal Collection.  

Hundreds of prints were made of each drawing from the lithographer’s original plate, rendered in reverse 
on the stone. The prints were created in two sizes, either a full plate. or a half plate. 

Two types of the lithographs exist – the first being a Subscription Edition. These were printed, mounted 
and cut to size before being carefully hand-coloured by a team of women artists. This would ensure that 
each lithograph gave the impression of being an original watercolour rather than a print. Indeed, every copy 
of the identical lithograph in the Subscription Edition is slightly different from the next. The entire set of 
250 separate lithographs of Egypt and the Holy Land, were completed only in 1849, thus taking nearly eight 
years of intensive labour and devotion by the many individuals engaged.  

The second version is known as the First Edition. These were produced due to the success of the 
Subscription Edition. The First Edition are printed with one or two additional tints, with modern hand 
colouring then being applied to match the original subscription colouring.  

Darnley Fine Art holds a comprehensive selection of Roberts’ lithographs, both in the Subscription and 
First Editions.  In celebrating the breath of Roberts work, this exhibition contains extraordinary examples 
of both.  The prints come either as a full plate (13 ¾ x 19 ¾ inches) or a half plate (9 ¾ x 13 ¾ inches) and 
all are presented in an acid free mount. 
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The Dome of the Rock Showing the Site of the Temple  
Full Plate 8  

 

The Mosque of Omar, more usually known as the Dome of the Rock, was built by Caliph Abd-el-Malik (687-705) on 
the site of the Temple of Solomon. The latter was destroyed against the emperor’s orders, during the Roman sack of 
Jerusalem in 70 CE. The original dome collapsed in 1015 and was rebuilt in 1022-23. The Foundation Stone that the 
temple was built over bears great significance for numerous religions. Revered by Muslims as the site from which the 
prophet Muhammad ascended to heaven, and by Jews and Christians as the place to which Abraham led Isaac 
intending to sacrifice him. This lithograph illustrates what a historical and architectural monument this is. 

When Roberts arrived in Jerusalem he noted how crowds of pilgrims had converged on the city – so many that 
Roberts and his friends were initially unable to find accommodation. Roberts undertook a preliminary tour of the 
city to select the subject that he wanted to sketch and at every turn he was surrounded by crows of pilgrims filling 
the narrow streets. He was amazed to see Greek pilgrims, barefoot on prayer rugs, making their devotions in the 
open air as they stood on a terrace facing the Holy Sepulchre, with the pool of Bethesda behind them and the grand 
Dome of the Rock in the distance.  



  

 

The Damascus Gate 
Half Plate 3  

Contemporary frame 

The walls of Jerusalem are chiefly modern and Saracenic, but are built evidently on the site of more ancient walls, 
raised in the time of the Crusaders, and those, not improbably, formed of the material of others still more ancient. 
They consist wholly of hewn stones, in general not of remarkable size, and laid in mortar. An Arabic inscription 
over the Yaffa Gate, gives the rebuilding to Sultan Suleiman, in the year of Hegira 948 (A.D. 1542). The walls are 
still stately, and at a distance, picturesque; they have towers and battlements, the latter crowing a breastwork with 
loopholes. A broad walk passes along the top of the wall, protected by the breastwork, and reached by flights of 
steps from within. Their height varies according to the inequalities of the ground outside from twenty to fifty feet. 

Jerusalem has four open gates and four walled up: which seem in general to retain the places of still older ones, 
and, in some instances, to be older than the walls. Of the four open gates, facing the four points of the compass, that 
of which looks north is called by the natives Bab-el-Amudor - ‘Gate of the Pillar’. ‘The Damascus Gate’ is a name 
given by the Europeans, from its leading to Damascus and Nabulus by the great northern road. It is more 
ornamented than the others, and forms a striking object to the traveller. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

  

Tomb of St. James 
Half Plate 5  

 

This is one of four sepulchres in the Valley of Jehoshaphat, on the east side of the Kedron. It is an excavated tomb 
with an ornamental portal. The façade exhibits two Doric columns, fronting the west, and raised about fifteen feet 
above the ground in the same ledge of rock. The cavern is fifteen feet high by ten broad, and extends back about fifty 
feet. The monkish opinion is that into this cavern the Apostle James retired during the interval between the 
Crucifixion and the Resurrection. 

The other tombs are named from Jehoshaphat, Absalom, and Zachariah. There is no authority for those names. The 
mixture of the Greek style with the massive Egyptian shows, that they belong to a late period of art, and especially 
of art as adopted in the Oriental provinces of the Roman empire. They may be even of the age of Hadrian. 

 
 



  

Pool of Bethesda - Jerusalem 
Full Plate 12 

 

 

Jerusalem from the North  
Full Plate 22  

Contemporary frame 



 

 

VOLUME II. JORDAN AND BETHLEHEM 

 

 

  

Banks of the Jordan  
Banks of the Jordan 

Half Plate 48 
 

Roberts was invited to the ritual pilgrim bathing spot by the River Jordan. When he reached the banks of the 
Jordan he witnessed the caravan of the governor Achmed Aga and four thousand pilgrims. Roberts notes in his 
diary that the procession moved in solemn silence until they reached the banks of the river, where they 
pandemonium, ‘A general rush took place, and the women broke into the shrill cry of joy so often heard in Egypt’. 
Roberts was then flabbergasted to witness the pilgrims stripping off their clothes and plunging into the waters, 
‘The scene was most exciting. Young and old, male and female, were in the stream in one promiscuous mass – 
some nude some slightly dressed’. The garments worn that were saturated by the water were then considered to 
be sacred and would only be worn again as funeral shrouds. Looking onto this scene from the comforts of carpets 
spread on the floor was the governor’s party on a rise above the river.  

 

 



 

  

The Doorway, Baalbec  
Full Plate 81 

 

This lithograph depicts the entrance of the Great Temple at Baalbec, in the Lebanon. In his detailed travel journal 
David Roberts relates with great enthusiasm the sights, colours, and smells of his first impressions of this strange 
new land. When Roberts visited the site he described the daunting task of depicting a building of such 
‘magnificence… that it is impossible to coney any idea, either by pencil or pen… the beauty of its form, the exquisite 
richness of its ornament and the vast magnitude of its dimensions are altogether unparalleled’. Roberts 
reproduced this scene much later after his return to London in oils, earning him the R.A from the Royal Academy 
London. 

 

 



 

  

Askelon 
Full Plate 57  

 

 
 

 

Caiphas, Looking Towards Mt. Carmel 
Full Plate 63 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

  

General View of Tyre  
Full Plate 69 

 

Roberts visited the historical site of Tyre shortly after he stayed in Bethlehem. The city of Tyre gained its name 
from the Phoenician Tyre – queen of the sea, which is an island only a short distance from the mainland. The 
island is filled with archaeological structures that were mostly untouched even after the man battles that 
would have been fought around the area.  

The city is one of the oldest continually inhabited cities in the world. It was one of the earliest Phoenician 
metropolises and the legendary birthplace of Europa, her brothers Cadmus and Phoenix, as well as Carthage’s 
founder Dido.  

Tyre is also well known for the siege of Tyre that was orchestrated by Alexander the Great in 332 BC during 
his campaigns against the Persians. The Macedonian army was unable to capture the city. Alexander 
responded to this problem by first blockading and then besieging Tyre for seven months, and then building a 
causeqay that allowed him to breach the fortifications.  

 



 

 

VOLUME III: IDUMEA & PETRA 

 

  

El Dier, Petra 
Full Plate 90 

 

Roberts visited Petra after weeks trekking across the desert. This involved travelling by small caravan through the 
Sinai desert, sleeping in tents and not without the risk of having one’s own throat slit by marauding Bedouin tribes. 
Thus, having made the acquaintance in Cairo of a Mr. J. Pell and Mr. J.W. Kinnear, the three travelers left Cairo on 8 
February 1839, together with Roberts’ newly-formed friend, Hanafee Ismail Effendi, a young Egyptian convert to 
Christianity. Along with respective hired servants, twenty-one camels and nearly as many Arabs of the Beni Saids tribe, 
they donned Arab dress and began the long trek to Palestine by way of Suez, Mount Sinai and Petra. At dawn on 6th 
March, Roberts and his party prepared to climb the final ascent that led to the ravine trails into Petra. 

 



  

El Khasne 
Full Plate 92 

 

‘El Khasne’ or ‘The Treasury is one of the most elaborate temples in Petra. As with most of the other buildings in this 
ancient town, the structure was carved out of the sandstone rock face. It became known as The Treasury in the early 

19th century by the area’s Bedouins as they had believed it contained treasures. To Roberts eye, El Khasneh was the 

most spectacular and best-preserved façade. It certainly does justice to Roberts’ talent as an architectural artist. 

  



  

Lower Portion of El Khanse, Petra 

Full Plate 94 

 

 

The Necropolis, Petra 
Half Plate 105 

 

 



  

Remains of Triumphal Arch, Petra 
Full Plate 100 

 

In Roberts day, few Western travelers made the journey to Petra, and little was known of the site outside the region. 
In the ancient world Petra stood at the crossroads of trade routes, which bought wealth into the settlement. It 
eventually grew to a grand metropolis of thirty thousand inhabitants covering four hundred square miles.  

The legendary rock-carved city has only just become known to westerners since its ‘discovery’ by the Swiss 
orientalist Johann Burckhardt in 1812 (one year later he would also rediscover the Great Temple at Abu Simbel). 
Through the permission of the local sheik Roberts’s group was allowed to encamp within the ruined city itself. This 
was a rare opportunity as previous travelers were hurriedly escorted through (no doubt because of the danger of 
warring local tribes) and Roberts made the most of it. 

Roberts wrote ‘I am more and more astonished and bewildered with this extraordinary city’. The array of buildings 
was grander and more diverse than he could have imagined – the actual function of many of the buildings are still 
in question.  

 



 

 

VOLUME IV. EGPYT 

  

Interior of the Great Temple of Aboo Simbel 
Full Plate 139 

 

The first discovery of this extraordinary Temple was made by the celebrated Jacob Burckhardt on his return from 
Mahass, after an ineffectual attempt to reach Dongola in the spring of 1813. He had visited the Temple of Isis, the 
lesser Temple of Aboo-Simbel; and having, as he supposed, seen all the antiquities here, he was about to ascend the 
sandy side of the mountain by the same path that he had descended, when having, he says, “luckily turned more to 
the southward, I fell in with what is still visible of four immense colossal statues, cut out of the rock at a distance of 
about two hundred yards from the lesser Temple: they stand in a deep recess excavated in the mountain’ 
Roberts, in his Journal, complained indignantly of the way in which ‘Cockney tourists and Yankee travelers’ had 
knocked off a toe or a finger of these magnificent statues. ‘The hand’, he says, ‘of the finest of them has been 
destroyed (not an easy matter, since Wilkinson says the forefinger is three feet long) by these contemptible relic-
hunters, who have also been led by their vanity to smear their vulgar names on the very foreheads of the Egyptian 
deities’.  



 

  

Thebes – Colossal Statues of Amunoph III  
Full Plate 137 

 

 

 

View Under The Grand Portico of The Temple, Philae   
Full Plate 126 

 

 



 

  

View From Under The Portico Of The Temple of Edfou, Upper Egypt   
Full Plate 157 

 

This lithograph depicts one of the best-preserved temples in Egypt. The temple, dedicated to the falcon god Horus, 
was built in the Ptolemaic period between 237 and 57 BC. The temple is located on the west bank of the Nile in the 
city of Edfu which was known in Greco-Roman times as Apollonopolis Magna, after the chief god Horus-Apollo. 
The temple of Edfu is the largest temple dedicated to Horus.  

Roberts and his companions stopped at Edfou  on the 22nd November during their journey sailing along the Nile. 
Roberts worked for a day here, drawing the pranaos of the temple, half buried in sand. The heat, which had been 
steadily rising since the beginning of the month, was beginning to interfere with his work. With the temperatures 
at nearly 100 degrees, Roberts took shelter in the shade to sketch. In this scene, leaning on the column to the right 
we can see one of Roberts’ folios of drawings. 

 

 



  

Side View of the Great Sphinx 
Half Plate 142 

 

On 3rd October Roberts hired a donkey and a dragoman, or guide, and rode to the site of Gizeh. Roberts’ first 
glimpse of the pyramids disappointed him: they seemed smaller and less spectacular than he had expected.  

Writing a few days later, in Cairo, after visiting the Pyramids of Giza and attempting to climb the Pyramid of 
Cheops, he wrote: ‘Not much struck with the size of the great one till I began the ascent, which is no joke’. Later, 
when sitting down to draw these unique edifices of stone, he was forced to admit, like so many others, that ‘I 
cannot express my feelings on seeing these vast monuments’.  

The Sphinx, however, enthralled him from his first viewing. He was enchanted by the guardian figure of the 
pyramids and sketched it from several angles. Only the head was visible, drifting sand covering the body, but 
Roberts chose a very low view point to give the monument height and grandeur. In this lithograph we can see 
members of a caravan enjoying some relief from the hot sunshine in the shadows cast by the towering figure. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

VOLUME V. EGYPT 

  

The Hypetheral Temple of Philae 
Full Plate 190 

 

In a section of his journey where Roberts journeyed down the Nile he came across the island of Philae, which 
Roberts described as ‘a paradise in the midst of desolation’. Locally known as Giesirel el Berbe el Ghassir (The 
Island of Ruined Temples), this small island was no more than fifty acres and was the site of four temples, 
including one consecrated to the great triad of Egyptian deities, Osiris, Isis, and Horus.  

Roberts chose to delay his passage to draw the Hypetheral Temple, commonly known as ‘Pharaoh’s Bed’, based 
on the belief, now discredited, that the sovereign resided there when visiting the island. It was in fact built by 
Trajan to house the sacred boat of Isis in 105 A.D. and the designation ‘hypetheral’ denotes the absence of a 
roof. 



  

Fragment Of The Great Colossis At The Memnonium, Thebes 
Full Plate 172 

 

On December 3rd Roberts travelled through the Valley of the Kings and spent a whole day making 
sketches of the Colossi of Memnon in the plain of Thebes. These huge statues of Amenhotep III had been 
regarded as essential sights to see since the days of the earliest travelers. Christian pilgrim such as Lady 
Etheria associated them with Aaron and Moses, but the Roman tradition identified them with the 
Homeric hero Memnon, slain by Achilles, was far more persistent and gave the site its enduring name. 

From the Ptolemaic era, travelers had claimed that the northernmost statue emitted a plaintive wail as 
the sun rose. Strabo, in his history, attributed the sound to the trickery of the local priests, popular 
tradition held that each morning Memnon’s mother, Aurora, caressed him, and he responses with a 
sorrowful moan. Greek and Latin inscriptions attest that visitors witnessed the phenomenon, but Roberts 
and his party heard nothing.  

While sketching Roberts encouraged his crew to scale the lower reaches of the colossi, to portray how its 
size dwarfed humanity.   

 



 

  

Colossal Statues in the Plain of Thebes, during the Inundation 
                                                           Full Plate 204 
 

In many of his finished illustration designs, Roberts emphasized the grandeur of these magnificent statues, 
choosing low points of view to dramatize the way that they dominated the surrounding landscape. Later in 
his studio Roberts concocted this image of the colossi seen from behind in the dawn light during the 
inundation of the Nile.  

The flooding of the Nile has been an important natural cycle in Egypt since ancient times. The annual rising 
of the waters began in May or June and crested over in October. It is celebrated by Egyptians as an annual 
holiday for two weeks starting August 15th, known as Wafaa El-Nil. Ancient Egyptians believed that the Nile 
flooded every year because of Isis’s tears of sorrow for her dead husband, Osiris.   

Perhaps Roberts was inspired by the river’s height on his outbound journey but by the time he was working 
at the site in December the waters would have abated.  

 



 

  

Front Elevation of Great Temple of Aboo Simbel 
Full Plate 169 

 

 

Pyramids of Geezeh 
Full Plate 192 

 

 



 

 

VOLUME VI. EGYPT 

  

Citadel of Cairo, The Residence of the Pasha 
Full Plate 246 

 

In his journeys Roberts returned to Cairo for a second time, for a further six weeks. Upon his arrival, Roberts 
was greeted with a long and affectionate letter from his daughter, passing on the news that he had been 
elected as an associate member of the Royal Academy of Art in London.  

Although he had just returned from a long and rigorous journey Roberts devoted little time to relaxation and 
instead kept busy. At this time great ceremony was surrounding the departure of pilgrims from Cairo to 
Medina and Roberts’ attention was riveted on these preparations. On the 8th January the pilgrims gathered 
on the square in front of the main entrance of the Citadel. In this panoramic scene Roberts notes the assembly 
with the broad vista of the Citadel behind them. Note the details of the caravan and its camels, the elegant 
dress of the pilgrims, arrayed in caftans and crowds who had gathered to wish the pilgrims a safe journey.  

 

 



 

  

Interior of the Mosque of the Sultan El Ghoree 
Full Plate 248 

 

During his second visit to Cairo Roberts took time to capture what he thought the most interesting architectural 
aspects of the city. The striking architectural designs of Mosques were very intriguing to Roberts and there were 
so many of them scattered around Cairo crowned with domes and minarets. 

Through the generosity of Muhammad Ali, the Viceroy of Egypt, Roberts was given unprecedented access to the 
mosque interiors, provided that he wear only Turkish dress and refrained from using brushes made from pigs’ 
bristles. While drawing the interior of the Mosque of the Sultan El Ghoree, Roberts noticed a group of weavers 
adding a motif in bright gold to a large silk garment. Letting his curiosity get the better of him, he knelt down to 
touch the fabric. Immediately the ensuing silence alerted him to having committed a grave error as he noticed 
his Egyptian escort put his finger to his lip and then draw it across his throat.  

Although he instinctively bowed and slowly retreated backwards out of the room, his mortification can be vividly 
appreciated from his own words on 6 January: ‘It makes my hair stand on end to think what terrifying 
punishment would have been inflicted on me for my involuntary crime if it had become known that the sacred 
drapery had been contaminated by the touch of an infidel, a Christian dog, and I had been caught’.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Grand Entrance To The Mosque of Sultan Hassan 
Full Plate 234 

 

 



 

  

Bazaar In The Street Leading To The Mosque El Mooristan 
Full Plate 236 

 

 



 

  

Approach of the Simoon – Desert of Geezah 
Full Plate 240 

Contemporary Frame 

This is the most sought-after plate from the set of Roberts’ travels in the Holy Land and Egypt. On his second 
visit to Cairo Roberts had developed a subtler appreciation of the pyramids. He now saw in them a poignant 
grandeur, commemorating a lost civilization whose achievements still elicited the admiration of the 
contemporary world. Roberts used the pyramids and sphinx in a more fantastic context, as the centerpiece for 
the coming of the simoon, the harsh, burning wind that swept in from the southwest across the desert plains 
in early spring. In the text that accompanied Robert’s lithographs, William Brockedon compared it to the 
sirocco winds and called it ‘the fearful scrounge to the traveler in the East’.   

Although Roberts did not experience the brutal winds, he constructed a vivid spectacle of their onslaught. In 
the sand-choked atmosphere, we can see members of the caravan struggling against the winds, with their 
garments whipping around them. At the far right a tent has been ripped from its pegs. Roberts could not resist 
the theatrical potential of his subject and sacrificed accuracy for drama – turning the Sphinx from facing east 
to west so that it stares directly into the illuminated of the setting sun.  
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